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Electronic signatures are valid wherever a traditional ink signature by the same
signer would be valid, except in those cases where another authority governs
another aspect of the transaction, and such authority does not accept electronic
signatures. Known examples of such exceptions include:
• Clerk of Court recordations
• Construction desk (recordations)
Electronic signatures may take the form of:
1. A scanned ink signature;
2. A signature captured using a digital pen or pad;
3. An image of a prior signature applied by software (such as Adobe);
4. An encrypted certificate with a signature and additional information;
5. A signature applied by a third-party web platform (such as VeriSign); or
6. Any other form deemed acceptable by the Director on a case-by-case basis.
Electronic signatures can be used by vendors, agencies, and OSP. OSP will accept
electronic signatures interchangeably and consistently with how it accepts
traditional ink signatures.
When used by OSP, OSP personnel shall follow the following steps:
1. The State Procurement Analyst (SPA) shall review the content of the
Document (contract, amendment, etc.) with the same level of attention as
would normally apply to a traditional paper routing sheet.
2. The SPA shall verify that the vendor has submitted, if applicable, appropriate
signature authorization (such as a board resolution).
3. The SPA shall ensure that the Document is in PDF format, scanning paper to
PDF or printing/exporting other file types to PDF as needed. Other
attachments which will not be signed and which would normally be provided
to the public in non-PDF formats do not have to be converted.
4. If the SPA recommends that OSP sign the Document, the SPA shall attach
the Document, supporting documentation (SoS, sam.gov, insurance
certificate, A.M. Best, etc.), and any other attachments to an email (either a
new email or preferably the original thread from the vendor).
5. The SPA shall provide in the body of the email the same type and level of
detailed recommendation and information that would typically accompany a
traditional paper routing sheet.
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6. The SPA shall send the email to the person to whom he or she would typically
route a traditional paper routing sheet (typically the Supervisor).
7. The Supervisor shall review, and then forward the email with Document and
attachments to the appropriate next-level reviewer (SPM/AD/DD/Dir.) with
any notes and recommendation in the email body, CCing the SPA.
8. All emails shall remain in the same email chain.
9. The Director or the other designated signer shall affix his or her signature to
the Document PDF using any authorized means, most commonly:
a. Open the PDF in Adobe
b. Click “Sign” or “Fill & Sign” in the upper-right corner.
c. “Place Signature” from an image (pre-scanned ink signature)
d. “Add Text” to specify the date
e. Save file to Desktop or other temporary location
10. The signer shall then attach the signed Document in a reply email to the
originator (typically the SPA) and copy everyone in the approval chain.
11. The SPA shall distribute the signed Document as appropriate.
12. The SPA shall print a copy of the signed Document, and the approval email
chain, for the procurement file.
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